a larger company you could compete with smaller companies because you have the advantage of efficiencies,” he adds. “That’s out the window now. When people charge $15 or $20 an hour, it can’t cover any overhead.”

Delany realized if prices continued to plummet, business would suffer to the point of possible demise. “We weren’t making money mowing, so we had to find something we could make money doing,” he says.

So he started focusing on ancillary services his commercial customers wanted and not all his competitors offered, including tree services, window washing, parking lot striping and sign installation. “I took a good look at my customer base,” he says. “Every commercial site has a parking lot. They already paid people to stripe, sweep and seal it — why not us?”

The services are even applicable for real estate management company clients who want foreclosed home landscapes fixed up. GroundServ can pressure wash the house, fix up the landscape, clean windows, seal driveways and even sub out handyman work for things like broken windows. And despite pricing pressure, Delany found customers still craved a one-stop shop. “And now that real estate manager has to make only one call vs. three,” he says.

In his company reinvention, a name change and new website were essential. “It was hard for us to tout parking lot striping services as AAA Lawns,” Delany says. “We’re not just a landscape company anymore.”

Garritano is approaching today’s pricing situation in a similar fashion for one area of his business. After a successful design, estimate and proposal for a $650,000 park project 10 years ago — what he calls the “biggest achievement of his career” — Garritano has always had a soft spot for designing parks

**“We weren’t making money mowing, so we had to find something we could make money doing.”**

— TERRY DELANY, GroundServ

---

**HEAVY ON THE LIFTING. LIGHT ON ITS FRAME.**

The 2010 Freightliner Sprinter Cab Chassis proves that it doesn’t take a heavyweight to carry heavy loads. Its lightweight, all-steel, unibody frame handles a Best-In-Class’ payload up to 6,269 lbs. And with numerous upfit options and body packages available, the Sprinter Cab Chassis has the versatility to carry any business. Visit FreightlinerSprinterUSA.com or your local dealer to discover your Sprinter today.

*Based on a comparison of the Automotive News classification of full-size commercial vans.*
and playgrounds. And with the huge trend in the importance of exercise and outdoor play for children, playgrounds have become integrated zones where children and adults can play together and interact. “They are being designed and created today as more of a destination where people want to go,” he explains. “The playground is evolving and the landscape structure has spearheaded the entire movement.”

So not only did he become a designer and installer of these types of environments, he also became a distributor of play structures, park equipment, rubberized surfacing and site furnishings under the business Creative Play. This now makes up 33% of his business.

Garritano went from a 70%/30% construction/maintenance mix, with 80% of the construction and 95% of the maintenance coming from commercial clients in 2008 to 33% construction, 33% maintenance and 33% Creative Play and an 85%/15% commercial/residential mix. While construction work is bringing in a gross profit margin of 0% to -10% today, maintenance still holds its own at 25% profit (down from 35% but still profitable).

“If I didn’t cut out commercial construction and push the playground side of my business, I don’t know if I’d be talking to you right now,” Garritano says. “Construction is a service that’s really struggling. Some local landscape business owners are spending entire life savings to keep companies afloat. What I learned is you have to spend resources on the biggest opportunities—not the biggest problems. Instead of chasing the problems and throwing money at them, we decided to chase the opportunities. We decided to look outside the box.”

Being proactive and recognizing opportunities is the game contractors must play today, Harwood agrees. “Ten years ago, contractors were making a killing on landscape maintenance and design/build,” he says. “But as customers got smarter and competition grew, the premium profits were sucked out of the whole environment. The strategy now is to control costs, retain contracts, add services and try to get a premium price on those additional services.”

continued on page 24
The A300’s four steerable axles help minimize turf damage, tire marks on concrete and asphalt, and tire wear. That means less surface repair and cleanup as well as lower maintenance costs — and a better bottom line for you. Flip a switch and go from the smooth, rolling efficiency of an all-wheel steer to the agile maneuverability of a skid-steer. It’s like having two machines in one.
REVIVE SOMETHING OLD. The current popular strategy has many owners sailing off in search of “blue oceans”—market spaces where allegedly no one else is fishing. What Garritano and Delany have found certainly fit that mold. But Cespedes recommends another strategy to revive profit. “Avoiding competition is always nice work if you can get it,” he says. But firms can also emulate “Odysseus — the sailor who sought prosperity closer to home—in the pricing opportunities inherent in their current business mix.”

Garritano did this with his landscape services by repackaging them into a current customer niche or emotion, hoping to transcend the price issue. So far, it’s working.

For instance, after discovering his client base really responded to landscape detailing or clean-up work based on an annual charity crew-for-a-day giveaway he sponsored, he packaged the quarterly service that includes trimming, edging, lawn care and irrigation system check and adjustment into something he calls “Seasonal Gardener.” It’s positioned for the customer who doesn’t want to pay for regular, monthly services but does want occasional help on the bigger cleanup tasks.

Also, in Las Vegas, distressed commercial properties with high vacancy and low occupancy continue to rise. So Garritano created a monthly service called PropertyGard where his crews perform full detailing on these sites. “We help them preserve the integrity of the site and still stick within their budget since they can’t afford high monthly maintenance bills,” he says. “This cuts their regular prices for weekly service 30% to 40%.”

continued on page 26

continued from page 22

THE IDEAS ISSUE

What I learned is you have to spend resources on the biggest opportunities—not the biggest problems.”

— DONNIE GARBITANO, D&K Landscape
Zip It Up!

Zip up your greens for maximum winter protection. TransFilm® Anti-transpirant minimizes moisture loss from winter desiccation and can often eliminate the need for greens covers in less exposed areas. You can even tank-mix your winter fungicide application with TransFilm. This winter, zip it up with an overcoat of TransFilm!

- Resists peeling and cracking
- Anti-transpirant and sticker
- Uniform emulsion
Garritano’s theory is if you create a service that is priced based on customers’ changing needs at a rate that generates profit, making it worthwhile, then it should sell and drive business growth. “Despite the recession, I still see people driving Mercedes — not everyone wants to drive junkers,” he says. “I still see people going to the grocery store and buying something besides the white-labeled generic products. No one wants to feel they have to eat beans and hotdogs every day. People are still buying quality.”

What’s changed is how they are defining value, the proper definition of which is a perception of the combination of price and quality. Rafi Mohammed, a pricing expert and author of the book *The Art of Pricing*, says value is not just a matter of being cheap. “I think the word is misused, and when people talk about value, they think about it in terms of giving people the lowest price,” he explains. “From a consumer’s standpoint, it’s about an evaluation between what they get and what the price is.”

A recent example is the introduction of Subway’s $5 foot-long sub sandwich, which was created as an answer to McDonald’s and Wendy’s $1 value menus. Even Subway couldn’t have predicted the $5 deal would be so successful, redefining value in that market. The lesson, Mohammed says: while price is a very important part of the equation, so is what you’re offering.

“Price is typically a number, but there is nothing more subjective,” explains Ellen Ruppel Shell in her new book *Cheap: The High Cost of Discount Culture*. “Some numbers trigger in our minds the flashing light of ‘good deal,’ while others send signals of ‘rip-off?’”

“Looking deep inside the human brain, neuroscientists have discovered the very anticipation of a ‘bargain’ sets our neural networks aquiver,” she continues. “The manipulation of price can confuse us, block the thinking part of our brain and ignite the impulsive, primitive side, the part that leads us to make poor decisions based on bad assumptions. Ever wonder why you’ll drive 5 miles out of your way to save a buck on … a tank of gas?”

And “in a market awash in increasingly similar — even identical — goods, price is the ultimate arbiter; the lower, the better,” she says.

Contractors have discovered the magic of a discount, too. But the trick is to package it with something that

**continued from page 24**

**Our QuickBooks integration is so smooth**
Smooth. Real smooth. One click, and minutes later your entire customer list, employee list and item list is automatically synched with QuickBooks. Any change you make in QuickBooks or QXpress syncs in real-time.

**and simple that you’ll be scheduling jobs**
QXpress looks and feels just like QuickBooks, so you’ll feel right at home, and be scheduling your crews and routes in no time.

**and creating invoices the very next day…**
Scheduled jobs convert into QuickBooks invoices with only a couple clicks! Quick and easy. With no double-entry, you’ll save time and prevent costly mistakes.

**...just like Jody at Sepulvedo Ventures Inc.**

“The moment I started using QXpress, all of my apprehensions disappeared. It looked just like QuickBooks and imported my QuickBooks data, so I had a full database from the very start. My staff and I were literally scheduling in QXpress right away. Within no time, our crews’ mowing schedules were full and we were even scheduling landscape projects. It was the best transition I could have asked for!”

**Discover why lawn & landscaping professionals have rated QXpress the easiest scheduling add-on to setup.**
Contact QXpress for a FREE demo today!
http://www.qxpress.com/LM 1-888-QXPRESS x1
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PRIDE.

It permeates through everything you do. Your work. Your reputation. Your lifestyle. We understand. It’s core to us too. That’s why Subaru V-Twin engines represent the best American built engines have to offer – it’s our pride in our workmanship.

Reliable design. EFI technology second to none. And the power to tackle any job. All built in Hudson, Wisconsin.

Exercise the power of Pride. Man Up. Insist on Subaru.

Learn more by visiting subarupower.com/pride
There’s no question about it — price has come down. There’s a new reality. Contractors have to stop whining and find a way to make money now.”

— PHIL HARWOOD, Pro-Motion Consulting

continued from page 26
helps the company retain business and, ultimately, grow. Denver’s Swingle Lawn, Tree & Landscape Care raised its prepayment discount for residential lawn care customers from 3% to 5% this year. Not only did it help their cash flow, President John Gibson explains, but it also increased their customer retention by 3% to the highest rate the company has seen in 10-plus years.

Rebates are also a good way to deflect discount requests and save margins from being squeezed, according to Graham. “The next time someone asks for 10% or 15% off, tell them you’d like to offer them a rebate once they reach a certain threshold of business with you,” she says. “Encourage them to make you a one-stop shop. If you can provide things they’ve been buying from your competitors, offer to bundle those services and give them a price rebate. Rebates are great because they get paid out after the fact, they don’t affect your cash flow and the truth is: not everyone requests them. They are also very easy to discontinue. By contrast, if you take away a discount, people get really upset.”

While a better prepayment discount is proving successful for Swingle Tree, in most cases, the company is maintaining prices — having to take lower margins by not raising prices and boosting efficiencies internally to try and make up that difference.

But the reality is the business’ profit margins, in some divisions, are still down 40% to 60% from their peak seven years ago. And Gibson asks, “is there no getting back to where we were. We have to define what’s acceptable going forward.”

What is acceptable? In accordance with the sentiments of many contractors in today’s tough economic climate, Gibson admits: “We’re still trying to figure that out.” L.M.

You can’t tell whether you should aerate or dethatch. Your customer’s turf has dollar spot—or is it Fido’s spot?

YOU NEED
Horizon’s Landscape Maintenance Guide.

Horizon gives you the edge you need by providing professional landscaping products, and now we can help you get the right information to solve landscape maintenance problems.

Go to YouNeedHorizon.com/guide to order a FREE copy of the Landscape Maintenance Guide.

© 2010 Horizon Distributors, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
THE HOTTEST SHOW ON THE WEED CONTROL ROAD JUST GOT EVEN LOUDER.

Only a superstar rolls like this, and you’re about to get a backstage pass to the hottest tour on the road. It’s the Rock the Weeds Tour featuring Dimension® specialty herbicide, the No. 1 preemergence herbicide brand in the lawn and landscape markets. Dimension is cranking up the volume on tough weeds like crabgrass, creeping woodsorrel, bittercress and many other grassy and broadleaf weeds. And its nonstaining formulation rocks all season long and delivers outstanding early postemergence control on crabgrass. On this tour, there are no groupies or wannabes. It’s brought to you by the company that delivers only proven solutions — Dow AgroSciences.

www.DowProvesIt.com
“CUSTOMERS WANT A SUPERIOR GRUB PRODUCT DESIGNED WITH THE ENVIRONMENT IN MIND. AND THAT’S EXACTLY WHAT I DELIVER.”

—Chris Paisley
Mariani Landscape
Lake Bluff, IL